Georgia DECA
2020-2021 Program of Leadership

**NEXT LEVEL COMMUNITY SERVICE**

The 2020-2021 Georgia DECA Community Service Project is **Best Buddies of Georgia**. Join Georgia DECA as we raise awareness and funds for Best Buddies of Georgia. Chapters will be recognized for their contribution efforts at Fall LDC and State CDC using a tier system.

**NEXT LEVEL MEMBERSHIP**

This past year we surpassed 13,000 members but we're not done yet! We want to continue growing our membership and supporting the GA DECA foundation. Each chapter's efforts will be recognized utilizing a tier system. Be on the lookout for more detailed information!

**NEXT LEVEL COMPETITION**

We want to be next level competitors! This year, Georgia DECA will continue to host competition workshops at Fall LDC and the practice roleplay with an additional TDM roleplay this year. We will also offer an opportunity for a state CDC scholarship drawing.

**NEXT LEVEL COMMUNICATION**

One of the most important parts of being a next level leader is networking. With that in mind, the officer team hopes to improve social media through monthly Instagram lives and chapter challenges. In addition the team will create a monthly newsletter and produce helpful YouTube videos, and introduce Slack (more details to come).